WIPPELL’S READERS WEAR

F

or over 125 years we have supplied Readers Wear and we are pleased to present a complete range of robes that are in accordance with
tradition and current needs.
Illustrated above are our double breasted Cassocks style 120X, Surplice style 4B and the official Readers Scarf, shown overleaf a further
selection of robes also available.

CASSOCK
A ready to wear double breasted Cassock in a washable polyester panama Style 120X for men and W120X for women are the
most popular Cassocks selected by Readers. Sizing based on a combination of chest/bust and length. For men, chests 38”, 40”,
42”, 44” and 46” are available with lengths of 56”, 58”, 60”, 62” and 64”. For women, bust sizes are 32”, 34”, 36”, 38”, 40”
and 42” with lengths of 52”, 54”, 56” and 58”. We retain in stock a selection of popular sized men’s and women’s Cassocks for
immediate delivery, with a delivery of approximately three weeks for sizes not held in stock.

SURPLICE
The 4B style of surplice, is equally suitable for men and women and is tailored in a good quality easy care polyester and cotton.
With a medium gathered neckband and rounded sleeves, this garment is available on a length basis only, lengths available, 32”,
34”, 36”, 38”, 40”, 42” and 45”. Surplices usually available from stock.

SCARF
The distinctive official blue Scarf is made in two widths, either 7” style 300 or 6” W300. Four lengths available, extra short 48”,
short 51”, medium 54” or long 57” per side. Supplied in a cotton viscose material featuring a gathered neck and pinked ends.
Style 300 in short, medium and long lengths kept in stock, other styles delivery 2-3 weeks.

F

or Readers who wish something a little different or who
come outside our standard ready to wear sizes, we offer a
selection of alternatives.
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CASSOCKS

For men we offer ready to wear double breasted Cassock 731X in
the same sizes as 120X Cassock but in a selection of materials
including a washable polyester twill, a lighter weight polyester
worsted or the traditional russell cord, which is a mixture of cotton
and wool. A made to measure double breasted Cassock style 731
also available in the same materials with the addition of a wool
serge, a light weight all wool panama or the finest pure wool
worsted. A collar all around option available instead of the usual
step opening, on 731X and 731 at no additional cost. A selection
of step opening 731X Cassocks available from stock with others
taking 3-4 weeks to tailor. Made to measure Cassocks, delivery is
4-5 weeks. Single Breasted styles also available.
For women we offer two made to measure double breasted
alternatives. The fully tailored W731 features full pleats at the
hips and rear plus the ‘A’ line style W747 having a full pleat at the
rear only. As with the men’s Cassocks a full selection of materials
available together with the no extra cost option of a “collar all
round” instead of a step opening. Delivery on either style of
Cassock is 4-5 weeks.

SURPLICES

In addition to the 4B surplice we offer styles 4, 5, and 6. The style 4
is similar to 4B with medium gathers into a neckband and rounded
sleeves, the addition of side gussets increases the fullness of this
vestment. The styles 5 and 6 have a similar fullness to style 4
and rounded sleeves, but in the case of style 5 it is fully gathered
into the neckband with a double row of hand gauging below the
neckband. Style 6 is the finest surplice we tailor featuring three
rows of hand gauging below the neckband with two rows of feather
stitching on the neckband which is then finished with a roll cord
edge. All surplices made in polyester and cotton and available on a
length basis only, lengths as style 4B. For ladies, styles W4, W5 and
W6. A selection of style 4, W4, 5 and W5 available from stock with
others being delivered in 2-3 weeks.
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